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1 Duality rotations in four dimensions 
The invariance of Maxwell’s equations under “duality rotations’’ has been 
known for a long time. In relativistic notation these are rotations of the 
electromagnetic field strength Fp, into its dual, which is defined by 

1 - 
Fg, = - E ~ , X ~ F ~ ~ ,  2 Pp, = -Fp,. (1 .1)  

This invariance can be extended to electromagnetic fields in interaction with 
the gravitational field, which does not transform under duality. It is present 
in ungauged extended supergravity theories, in which case it generalizes to 
a nonabelian group [l]. In [2, 31 we studied the most general situation in 
which classical duality invariance of this type can occur. More recently [4] the 
duality invariance of the Born-Infeld theory, suitably coupled to the dilaton 
and axion [5] ,  has been studied in considerable detail. In the present note we 
will show that most of the results of [4, 51 follow quite easily from our earlier 
general discussion. We shall aIso present some new results. 

We begin by recalling and completing some basic results of [a, 3, 61. Con- 
sider a Lagrangian which is a function of n real field strengths Ftu and of some 
other fields xi and their derivatives xi = a,$: 

L = L ( F a ,  xi, xi) . 
Since 

F;, = apAE - d,At, 

we have the Bianchi identities 

a+;u = 0. 

On the other hand, if we define 

we have the equations of motion 

a.G, = 0. 

We consider an infinitesimal transformation of the form 

(1-3) 
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where A, B, C, D are real n x n constant infinitesimal matrices and e(x) func- 
tions of the fields xi (but not of their derivatives), and ask under what cir- 
cumstances the system of the equations of motion (1.4) and (1.6), as well as 
the equation of motion for the fields xi are invariant. The analysis of [2] shows 
that this is true if the matrices satisfy 

A T = - D ,  B T = B ,  C T = C ,  (1.9) 

(where the superscript T denotes the transposed matrix) and in addition the 
Lagrangian changes under (1.7) and (1.8) as 

(1.10) 
1 
4 

SL  = - ( F B ~  + G C ~ ) .  

The relations (1.9) show that (1.7) is an infinitesimal transformation of the real 
noncompact symplectic group Sp(2n, R)  which has U ( n )  as maximal compact 
subgroup. The finite form is 

(1.11) 

where the n x n real submatrices satisfy 

c T a = aTc, bTd = dTb, dTa - bTc = 1. (1.12) 

For the U ( n )  subgroup, one has in addition 

A = D,  B = -C, (1.13) 

or, in finite form, 
a = d, b = -c. (1.14) 

Notice that the Lagrangian is not invariant. In [2] we showed, however, 
that the derivative of the Lagrangian with respect to an invariant parameter is 
invariant. The invariant parameter could be a coupling constant or an external 
background field, such as the gravitational field, which does not change under 
duality rotations. It follows that the energy-momentum tensor, which can be 
obtained as the vaTiationa1 derivative of the Lagrangian with respect to the 
gravitational field, is invariant under duality rotations. No explicit check of 
its invariance, as was done in [4, 5, 7, 81, is necessary. Using (1.7) and (1.9) it 
is easy to  verify that 

1 = 6 L - - ( F B F + G C G ) ,  4 (1.15) 
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so (1.10) is equivalent to the invariance of L - $FG. 
The symplectic transformation (1.11) can be written in a complex basis as 

F' + iG' F + iG (F'-iG')=(:; I) ( F - i G ) '  (1.16) 

where * means complex conjugation and the submatrices satisfy 

4rd1 = 4r40; $040 t - 4141 t = (1.17) 

The relation between the real and the complex basis is 

In [2,3] we also described scalar fields valued in the quotient space Sp(2n, R)/U(n). 
The quotient space can be paramet3rized by a complex symmetric n x n ma- 
trix IC = l(= whose real part has positive eigenvalues, or equivalently by a 
complex symmetric matrix Z = ZT such that Z i Z  has eigenvalues smaller 
than 1. They are related by 

1"- z* 1 - rc* 
1 + z*' 1 + r(*- I( = - Z =  (1.19) 

These formulae are the generalization of the well-known map between the 
Lobachevskii unit disk and the Poincar6 upper half-plane: Z corresponds to 
the single complex variable parameterizing the unit disk, ili' to the one pa- 
rameterizing the upper half plane. 

Under Sp(2n, R) 

I{ -+ I(' = (-ib + a K )  (d  + id{)-', Z -+ 2' = (41 + #gZ) (40 + 4TZ)-', 
(1.20) 

or, infinitesimally, 

6h' = -iB + A K  - K D  - iKCK,  6.2 = V + T'Z - ZT - ZZV*Z, (1.21) 

where 
T = - T t ,  V = V T .  (1.22) 

The invariant nonlinear kinetic term for the scalar fields can be obtained 
from the Kahler metric [9] 

dZ" ) (1.23) 
1 1 ) = Tr (dZ ri- + ri'* A- + r(* l - Z * Z  1-22" 

d K 1 Tr ( d K *  
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which follows from the Kahler potential 

Trln(1 -22.) or Tr ln (K+K*) ,  (1.24) 

which are equivalent up to a Kahler transformation. It is not hard to show 
that the metric (1.23) is positive definite. In this section the normalization of 
the fields Fiv has been chosen to be canonical when iK is set equal to the unit 
matrix, Le. ,  when the self-duality group reduces to the U ( n )  subgroup; the full 
Sp(272, R) self-duality can be realized when the matrix Ii' is a function of scalar 
fields. Throughout this paper we assume a flat background space-time metric; 
the generalization to  a nonvanishing gravitational field is straightforward [a]- 
[51- 

2 Born-Infeld theory 

As a particularly simple example we consider the case when there is only one 
tensor Fpv and no additional fields. Our equations become 

- d L  
G = 2 -  dF'  

S F  = XG, SG = - X F  (2.2) 

(2.3) 

and 
1 
4 

SL = -A (GG - F P )  . 
We have restricted the duality transformation to the compact subgroup U (  1) 
S0(2) ,  as appropriate when no additional fields are present. So A = D = 
0, C = - B = X .  

Since L is a function of F alone, we can also write 

d L  1 -  
dF 2 

SL = 6F- = XG-G. 

Comparing (2.3) and (2.4), which must agree, we find 

Together with (2.1), this is a partial differential equakion for L ( F ) ,  which is the 
condition for the theory to be duality invariant. If we introduce the complex 
field 

M = F - i G ,  (2.6) 
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(2.5) can also be written as 

MM* = 0. (2.7) 
Clearly, Maxwell’s theory in vacuum satisfies (2.5), or (2.7), as expected. A 

more interesting exampIe is the Born-Infeld theory [7], given by the Lagrangian 

(2.8) 
1 L = - (-Ai + 1) , 

Y2 
where 

1 2  2 c ) 2  (2.9) A = -det (vpv + gFcLLI) = 1 + -9 F - g4 - F p  . 
2 

For small values of the coupling constant g (or for weak fields) L approaches 
the Maxwell Lagrangian. We shall use the abbreviation 

1 ,B = - F P .  
4 

- 

(2.10) 

g2F - Pg‘F, (2.11) 
Then 

dA 
d F  
-= 

a n d  
G = A-f ( F  + ,8g2FF>. (2.13) 

Using (2.12) and (2.13), it is very easy to check that GG = -FF: the Born- 
Infeld theory is duality invariant. It is also not too difficult to check that 
dL/dg2  is actually invariant under (2.2) and the same applies to L - f F G  
(which in this case turns out to be equal to -gzi3L/i?g2)). These invariances 
are expected from our general theory. 

It is natural to ask oneself whether the Born-Infeld theory is the most 
general physically acceptable solution of (2.5). This was investigated in [4] 
where a negative result was reached: more general Lagrangians satisfy (2.5), 
the arbitrariness depending on a function of one variable. We discuss this in 
detail in Section 6. 

3 Schrodinger’s formulation of Born’s theory 

Schrodinger [8] noticed that, for the Born-Infeld theory (2.8), F and G satisfy 
not only (2.5) [or (2.7)], but also the more restrictive relation 

2 
M (MG) - f i M 2  = %?* (3-1) 8 
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We have verified this by an explicit, although lengthy, calculation using (2.6), 
(2.12), (2.13) and (2.9). Schrodinger did not give the details of the calcula- 
tion, presenting instead convincing arguments based on particular choices of 
reference systems. One can write (3.1) as 

where 
M 2  L = 4  (ME) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

and Schrodinger proposed L as the Lagrangian of the theory, instead of (2.8). 
Of course, L is a Lagrangian in a different sense than L,  which is a field 
Lagrangian in the usual sense. Multiplying (3.1) by A4 and saturating the 
unwritten indices pu, the left hand side vanishes, so tha.t (2.7) follows. Us- 
ing (3.1) it is easy to see that e is pure imaginary: e = -e*. Schrodinger also 
pointed out that, if we introduce a map 

so that (3.1) or (3.2) can be written as 

f ( M )  = Ex,  
the square of the map is the identity map 

This, together with the properties 

(3.5) 

ensures the consistency of (3.1). Schrijdinger used the Lagrangian (3.3) to 
construct a conserved, symmetric energy-momentum tensor. We have checked 
that, when suitably normalized, his energy-momentum tensor agrees with that 
of Born and Infeld up to an additive term proportional to qpy .  

Schrodinger’s formulation is very clever and elegant and it has the advan- 
tage of being manifestly covariant under the duality rotation M + Meix which 
is the finite form of (2.2). It is also likely that, as he seems to imply, his for- 
mulation is fully equivalent to the Born-Infeld theory (2.8), which would mean 
that the more restrictive equation (3.1) eliminates the remaining ambiguity 
in the solutions of (2.7). This virtue could actually be a weakness if one is 
looking for more general duality invariant theories. 
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4 General solution of the self-duality equa- 
tion 

The self-duality equation (2.5) can be solved in general as follows. Assuming 
Lorentz invariance in four dimensional space-time, the Lagrangian must be a 
function of the two invariants 

1 1 
4 4 a = -F2,  ,8 = -FF,  L = L(cy,p). 

Now - d L  G = 2- = L,F -+ LpF, d F  G = -L,F -+ LpF, 

where we have used the standard notation La = d L / d o ,  L p  = aL/ap .  Sub- 
stituting these expressions in (2.5) we obtain 

[(Lp)2 - + 11 p + 2LaLpa = 0. (4.3) 

This partial differential equation for L can be simplified by the change of 
variables 

x = a,  y = (a2 + p)i , (4-4) 

which gives 
( L J 2  - ( L y ) 2  = 1. (4.5) 

Alternatively one can use the variables 

1 1 
2 P = -(x + Y), Q = +" - 91, 

to obtain the form 
L,L, = 1. (4.7) 

The equation (4.5), or (4.7), has been studied extensively in mathematics 
and there are several methods to obtain its general solution [lo]. (It is inter- 
esting that the same equation occurs in a study of 5-dimensional Born-Infeld 
theory [ll].) In our case we must also impose the physical boundary condition 
that the Lagrangian should approximate the Maxwell Lagrangian 

LM = --Q = -x = - p  - q 

when the field strength F is small. 
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According to one of the methods given in Courant-Hilbert, the general 
solution of (4.7) is given by 

where the arbitrary function v ( s )  is determined by the initial values: 

(4-9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

One must solve for s (p ,  q )  from (4.10) and substitute into (4.9). To verify [ll] 
that these equations solve (4.7), differentiate (4.9) and (4.10): 

and eliminate ds between (4.13) and (4.14) to obtain 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

2.e., 

(4.16) 

The condition that L should approach the Maxwell Lagrangian for small 

1 
0' 

L, = -, L, = VI7  L,L, -- 1. 

field strengths implies that 

v(s)  = L(p  = 0 , s )  -s (4.17) 

for small s. 
It is trivial to check the above procedure for the Maxwell Lagrangian, and 

we shall not do it here. The Born-Infeld Lagrangian (with g = 1 for simplicity) 
is given by 

s 

(4.18) 
(4.19) 



in terms of the variables p and q. Setting p = 0 we see that this corresponds 
to 

v(s) = -(1+2s)$ + 1, (4.20) 
v'(s) = -(1 + 2 S ) X  (4.21) 

I 

Then (4.10) gives 
q = p(1 + 2s) + s, 

which is solved bv 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

Using (4.9), we reconstruct the Lagrangian 

Unfortunately, in spite of this elegant method for finding solutions of the self- 
duality equation, it seems very difficult to find new explicit solutions given in 
terms of simple functions. The reason is that, even for a simple function ~ ( s ) ,  

solving the equation (4.10) for s gives complicated functions s ( p ,  Q). 

5 Axion, dilaton and SL(2,R) 
It is well known that, if there are additional scalar fields which transform 
nonlinearly, the compact group duality invariance can be enhanced to a dual- 
ity invariance under a larger noncompact group (see, e.g., [Z] and references 
therein). In the case of the Born-Infeld theory, just as for Maxwell's theory, 
one complex scalar field suffices to enhance the U(1) S SO(2) invariance to 
the SU(1,l)  E SL(2, R) noncompact duality invariance. This is pointed out 
in [ 5 ] ,  but it also follows from the considerations of our paper [2]. In the ex- 
ample under consideration, h' is a single complex field, not an n x n matrix. 
In order to agree with today's more standard notation we shall use 

S = iK = SI + is2 = a + ie+, S2 > 0, ( 5 4  

where 4 is the dilaton and a is the axion. For SL(2,R) =" Sp(2,R) ,  the 
matrices A, B ,  C,  D are real numbers and A = -D, B and C are independent. 
Then the infinitesimal SL(2, R)  transformation is 

6s = B + 2AS - CS2, ( 5 4  
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and the finite transformation is 

For the SO(2) Z U(1) subgroup, A = 0, C = -B = A, 

6s = -A - AS2. 

The scalar kinetic term, proportional to 

a,s*av 
( S  - S*)2 ) 

(5-4) 

(5.5) 

is invariant under the nonlinear transformation (5..2) which, in terms of SI, Sz, 
takes the form 

65'1 = B + 2AS1,- C (S: - Si) , SS2 = 2AS2 - 2CS1S2. (5.6) 

Since the scalar kinetic term is separately invariant, we assume from now on 
that e ( S ,  F )  does not depend on the derivatives of S. 

The full noncompact duality transformation on FPv is now 

S G = A G + B F ,  6 F = C G + D F ,  D = - A ,  (5.7) 

and we are seeking a Lagrangian i(S, F )  which satisfies 

1 
4 

6i = - (FB&+ GCG) , (5-8) 

where 

and now 
- ai 
G=2- d F '  (5.10) 

Equating (5.8) and (5.9) we see that i must satisfy 

1 ai ai 
4 2 as, as2 
1 (CGG - BFF)  - -AFG + ssl- + 6s2- = 0. (5.11) 

This equation can be solved as follows. Assume that L(F)  satisfies (2.1) 
and (2.5), i.e. 

GG+FF=O, 
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where 
(5.13) 

For instance, the Born-Infeld Lagrangian L(F) does this. Then 

(5.14) 

satisfies (5.11). Indeed 

so 

where we have defined 

d L ( S , F )  d L  1. 1 - 
d F  dF 2 = -Si + -SlF. 

G = 0s; + SIP, 
G = GS2' + SIF, 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

1 

F = SZF, 

and G is given by (5.13). Now 

GG = GcS, + S;FP + 2S13G. 

Using (5.12) in this equation we find 

GG = (S: - S;) F F  + 2SlFG. 

We also have 

On the other hand, since 

FG = .FG -k SIFF.  

we obtain 

In addition 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 
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Using (5.20), (5.21), (5.23) and (5.24), together with (5.6), we see that (5.11) 
is satisfied. It is easy to check that the scale invariant combinations F and G,  
given by (5.18) and (5.13) have the very simple transformation law 

6F = S,C& 6G = -S,CF, (5.25) 

Le., they transform according to the U(1) S SO(2) compact subgroup just 
as F and G in (2.2), but with the parameter X replaced by S2C. If L(F) is 
the Born-Infeld Lagrangian, the theory with scalar fields given by 2 in (5.14) 
can also be reformulated B la SchrGdinger. From (5.17) and (5.18) solve for F 
and G' in terms of F, G, SI and S2. Then M = F - is must satisfy the same 
equation (3.1) that M does when no scalar fields are present. 

6 Duality as a Legendre tramformation 

We have observed that, even in the general case of Sp(272, R) ,  although the 
Lagrangian is not invariant, the combination [see (1.15)] 

is invariant. Here we restrict ourselves to the case of SL(2, R) ,  one tensor Fpv 
and one complex scalar field S = SI +iS2. As in Section 5 ,  we use the notation 

to denote the part of the Lagrangian that depends on the scalar fields, as 
well as on FLv, but not on scalar derivatives. Then 

1 1 
L(S1, 5 2 ,  F )  - -FG 4 = L(Si ,  Si, F")  - -F'P, 4 (6-2) 

where 

a S + b  
c s  + d' 

ad - bd = 1, (6.3) 

I d L  
G = 2-. d F  (6.4) 

There are several interesting special cases of this invariance statement. The 
first corresponds to a = d = 1, c = 0, b arbitrary, .which gives 

G' = G + bF, F' = F, Si = SI + b, 5'; = 5'2. (6-5) 
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The second corresponds to b = c = 0, d = l/a, a arbitrary, which gives 

(6.6) 
1 
a 

G’ = aG, F’ = -F, S’ = a2S, Si = a2S1, S; = a’&. 

The third corresponds to a = d = 0, b = -l /c,  c arbitrary, which gives 

Using (6.5) in (6.2) we find 

1 1 
L(S1, S2, F )  - -FG 4 = L(S1+ b, S2, F )  - 4 F  (G + bP) - (6.8) 

Taking b = -SI, we obtain 

which gives the dependence of 2 on S1, in agreement with (5.14). This choice 
for the constant b is allowed because this part of the Lagrangian, which does 
not include the kinetic term for the scalar fields, does not contain derivatives 
of the scalar fields. Using (6.6) in (6.2) we find 

(6.10) &SI, S2, F )  - -FG 1 = 2 (a2S1,a2S2, - F )  1 - -FG, 1 
4 U 4 

$.e., 

i(S, ,S2,  F )  = i a2S1, a2S2, ’.) . (6.1 1)  

Setting S2 = 0 in this equation, we see that i(S1, 0, F )  is a function of STF, 
in agreement with the more precise statement (6.9). Setting instead S1 = 0, 
we find that i(O,Sz, F )  is a function of S2’F, in agreement with (5.14). 

U 

1 

( 

Using (6.7) in (6.2) we find 

a.e., 

or 
1 
2 

= L(S, F )  - -FG- 

(6.13) 

(6.14) 





1 
2c 

L’,(T, F;) -k L’(7, F )  = -FFL, 

and write the Legendre transformation as 

(6.22) 

(6.23) 

(6.24) 

(6.25) 

for a self-dual theory. 
A standard normalization [12, 131 is c = 4n, in which case the expectation 

value of the field 7 is 

we see that 

and 

0 .4T 
€ T >= - -+ 2 2 .  

2r 9 
(6.26) 

In the presence of magnetically charged particles and dyons (both electrically 
and magnetically charged) the invariance of the charge lattice restricts [14] the 
S L ( 2 ,  R) group to the SL(2 ,Z )  subgroup generated by 

(6.27) 

At the quantum level the Legendre transformation corresponds to the integra- 
tion over the field F in the functional integral, after adding to the Lagrangian 
i a term -;FF.. 

7 Concluding remarks 

Nonlinear electromagnetic Lagrangians, like the Born-Infeld Lagrangian, can 
be supersymmetrized [15, 161 by means of the four-dimensional N = 1 su- 
perfield formalism, and this can be done even in the presence of supergravity. 
When the Lagrangian is self-dual, it is natural to ask whether its supersym- 
metric extension possesses a self-duality property that can be formulated in a 
supersymmetric way. We were not able to do this in the nonlinear case. When 
the Lagrangian is quadratic in the fields F;v, the problem as been solved 
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in [17] , where the combined requirements of supersymmetry and self-duality 
were used to constrain the form or the weak coupling (S2 + CQ) limit of the 
effective Lagrangian from string theory, in which one neglects the nonabelian 
nature of the gauge fields. 

The SL(2 ,Z )  subgroup of SL(2,R) that is generated by the elements 
4aS + -1/4aS and S 4 S + 1 / 4 ~  relates different string theories [18] to 
one another. 

The generalization of [2] to two dimensional theories [19] has been used 
to derive the Kahler potential for moduli and matter fields in effective field 
theories from superstrings. In this case the scalars are valued on a coset space 
K / X ,  K: E SO(n,n), 3-1 E SO(n)  x SO(n). The kinetic energy is invariant 
under K ,  and the full classical theory is invariant under a subgroup of K. String 
loop corrections reduces the invariance to a discrete subgroup that contains 
the SL(2 ,Z )  group generated by T -+ 1/T, T -+ T - i, where ReT is the 
squared radius of compactification in string units. 
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